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In 1974, The University of Chicago was awarded $36,400 by the

one-year algebra course in which, as stated in the grant proposal,

"algebraic symbolism.develops out of natural needs." There was

never the expectation that such a course could be planned, writ-

ten, and tested in so short a time. .Further grants were awarded

the next two years, bringing the total amount to $144,500. The

report of the testing appeared in December,.1978 and the project
4 .0

officially terminated in January, 1979. I was project director.

The purpose of this article is to summarize and make known the

work of this project so that mathematics educators may take advan- ,

tage of this work and so that future curriculum workers will meith-

er repeat the mistakes nor waste time rediscoverinp what we have

learned.

PREPARATION-PRIOR TO,GRANT RECEPIION

-

In 1970 -71, the project director had written the first draft

of a second -year algebra course in which applications of yathema-

tfcs were distinguished from the "contrived" word problems, (e.g.,

digit, age, etc.)which'are part of that,ciirriculum.

1

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIALAS BEEN (3RANTED,BY

Nat 1001 Science Fdn .
Supported in part by NSF grant SID 74-18948. Dir .for Science Ed . /

r.

r TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURPES
G INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."
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-One lesson learned ftom this experience was that-some sta-

dents could not distinguish an application from a contrived sit-:

uation. For expimple, studints were asked to judge the reality

of the following problem.
.1

Approximately 8% of the items produced by a

company are found defective before shipping.

How many items should be manufactured in or-

der to ship 1000 non-defective items?.

Many students responded thatthe problem was not real because'

too high a percentage of items were,defective, (This was before
.4

the appearance of the early Calculators', whose percentage of de-'

fects rangpd around'10%.) One student/Osponded that the prob-

lem was not real 'because of4the word 'approximately'."

In doing this work; a large number of appf liceiti)ons.ofiniathe-

matics were found to be appropriate for the second-yeear algebra'

course. However,,the're was not tfille in that- course for many ap-

plications because too many/Other things !lad taught. To

insert applications into that course, something had tobe taken

out. This was taken as aximomatic in the first-year algebra

course as well.

In 1972, Max Mathematical Uses and Models in Our
.

Everyday World appeared. It grive many simp/vr applications.

The same year we_began offering.summer workshops tn the applica-

tions of mathematics to teachers and degree students at The Uni-
.

versity of Chicago. More applications were collected. Because

many important applications were to statistics -and probability,

the next yk we offered a workshop in the teaching of probabil-

ity and statistics. This helpeO-prepare us for the task which

lay ahead. 3
.
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1974-75 SCHOOL YEAR .

(- The grant began in July, 1874. During the 1974-75 school
\ -

/ year, the grant enabled the director to devote full-time tq

the writing of a first draft and the simultaneous teaching of

that draft in a suburban high school (here called Schoor A)

,,carefully selected for its socio-economic closeness to some sort.

of national average. One other teacher at that high school

watched this class and'taught the same material later. A third

teacher used the, materials at an all-black all-girt middle-class .

parochial school (School B) in the city.

There are some who believe that yo.0 should teat immediately

to see how yOu are doing:* In some circumstances, this is-un-

wise. For instance,, in our situation, both.schobls A and B 'were

not using the materials under normal conditions. The director

wrote the materials just a few days ahead of where he was in the

teaching. As a consequence, no-teacher could plan far ahead.

At School A, the author was teaching. At School B, the other,

algebra classes were taught under an individualized approach.

These characteristics made any sort of comparison testing unwise.
t

Yet even without testing we lgared much, not only about

thi.s course' but also about standard algebra courses. For example,

in School A, when doing early.work in salving equations of-the

forms ax = b and a + x = b, we found that there were not enough

'practice exercises in the materials, The department chairman

was asked if there were any materials around which Could be dup-

licated and-used as worksheets in the class. It turned out that

4
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there was an entire storeroom of practice sheets, arranged

skill by skill, neatly piled,. often with copiei in the hundreds.

I-, So it was apparent that, fsir this school, commercial textbooks

also'didn't have anough problems. This had important implica-

tions for what we did the lollow/ ing year. % r
In each Ychool, we.did administer tne educational Testing

. 'Service Cooperative Algebra Tests at the end of th.e year to see

if our students were the ballpark This ttst must)be con-
.

sidered biased against students who have studied applications,

because there are no questions which allow them to demonstrate
p

skills they may have learned in this' area. At-School A, project
. ./ .

classes had a mean 5 points lower than othet algebra classes. At

SChool B, the mean scolre was 11 lout of 40)for our class. It

seemed that wie`had failed.completely. However, 11 was also the
%.

/-
mean score for. the studentS in this school taught a standard

course under the individualized approach.

How con end-of-year scores'. be so low? On this test, a score

'4

of 8 would be expected from .andom guessing!. School B, like many

private schools in' tO inner-city, attracts its students by being

"college-prep" and so offers'algebra to students who do not have

enough arithmetic skills to, cope with the generalizations which

are fundamental to \n, understanding of algebra. The next year

this school, for the firsttime, offered i`cliss "below" algebra.
. .

-The:lesson for us'was that a good knowledge of arithmetic was

necessary for .succ ess not only in he new course but also for

standard courses.

5
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1975-76 SCHOOL YEAR

School A aad two other schools (C and D) were the settings,

for...the second ilcitfdrft of the materials. The author taught

in SchOol,C as h had done tbe previous year in School A, revis-

ing just ahete,of the students.

The maoterials wel'e overhauled, but the approach begun in

the previous year was sUbstdntially unaltered. WeJesCribe this

approach below, just prior to a discussion of the field testing.

From the first pilot year, 8 need for s!-ill workbooks was

Apparent. Commercially available workbooks were found unsuit-

able to an applications approach, for they tended to contain even

fe6r hints' at uses of mathematics than textbooks; Furthermore,

we considered certain application ideas (e.u#, calculations in-

volving formulasfo-r compound interest) as at least as important

as traditional algebraic skills. Finally, research on our campus

had syggested that a workbook which enabled employment of grin-

Ciples ormastery learnin9 Would be useful.
-

Mast'eny learning is based upon a simple principe:'' If a

student "masters" prerequisite concepts, i.e., if 0 student an-
,

swers questions on'Ahat concept with 80-85% correct-(the percen-

tape is called the criterion. level), then the student will learn

later concepts faster andlmore completely.

Consequently, under a mastery strategy, the first` thing that

the teacher does is teach a basic idea or skill, as would be done

in any classroom. Then a quiz Is given to ascertain whether the

student has mastered the idea. This quiz, called a formative
.

4.
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-test, never counts for a grade.,. The results are made known to

the student. Those who do not master the idea are given time to

practices and take a second quiz. In theory, students --take a quiz,

receive' feedback, practice,-take another quiz: get feedback, and

so on, repeating the process until mastery occurs. At the end of

.Chapter, which might have six to ten or more concepts.to mas-'

ter, the, student takes'a test (called a summative test)* for a

grade. '

Mastery strategies require some individualization, because

there are always some students who master earlier than others. A

commdfn strategy is to have the early mast?rerS.help those who have

not mastered. To keep aclass together, it is important that

early masterers not be accelerated.; otherwise the differences be-

tween'faster and slower students will inc.rease.

The mastery learning skill workbook wenttthrough many stageS

of evolution during the 1975-76 school. year. Ultimately, the.fol-

lowing scheme was used for each potion to be mastered.

(1) There was a s.hort 5-1.0 minute formative

test in the workbook, taken by all st1

dents simultaneously.

(2) Answers- to each question were immediately

announced. ft

(3) Those who mastered were directed tb a place

An the workbook where they would read a

newspaper'clipping or otherpiece using'fhe

mathematical ideas.of.the quiz, or do a puz-

zle which used the mathematics. 'Those who

did not master were directed to a very short
.

explanation in the workbook, followed by prac-

7
-
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tice arranged in a programmed instruc-

tional way: answers to one, item were

found beside the next item, often with

explanations.

(4) A second quiz was available in the materials

for students to take whenever they wished

Answers to these questions ware individually

checked by the teacher.

It took one chapter for students to trust the teacher.

Tha't is, the students did not really believe that the questions

on the chapter test would be taken almost exclusively from.wideas

which they were expected to*haveHmastered: After that time, we

found-that 4lMost all Krf these studentS were mature enough (even

though half were freshmen) to do the practice and grade them-.

.selves honestly." They tended to welcome the quizzes *and prac-

tice because it let them know. what Would by on exam*4

DuriTg the school year 1975-76, the National Science. FoLinda-
.

tion'sAcience Education ireaw
/
as iris turmoil due to controversy

involving materials from a social science curricular project,

Man - A Course of Study (M COS). This affected every curricular

project in science land mat atics ed:cation and .continued fund-

ing was not at all assured. (Prior to this, NSF had Usually fol-
.

lowed through on all of its curricular projects from inception

to iKpleMentation.) We learned of-our third year of funding only

In the late spring of 106, and were told that this would be theJ

last funding,year. This one year less than we.had planned

at the time of thesecond proposal and meant that we'never, did

carry the mastery learning materials and other'teaCher aidi to

their conclusion.

8
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Otherwise,,the prcject proceeded on schedule. From her ex-

:perience with research and with National Ass'essment, ProfeSsor

Jane Swofford ofNorthern Michigan University was asked to, head

the nationwide field testing of the materials planned for the

1976-77 school year. Professor Henry Kepner ,of the UniversitY'af.

Wisconsin agreed to assist in this endeavor, due to his partitu-
_,

:l'ar expertise inthe construction of tests at the ninth grade lev-
_

el. At the NCTM,and National Council of Supervisors of Mathema,-

tics annual meetin0 in Atlanta in April, 19)6, solicitations

were made for schools to be involved in the field testing.

The response to the solicitation was overwhelming. We dis-

tributed approximately 560 announcements, over 400 of these to a

wide ariety of people who atiefidecione session. We received ov-

.er 80 of these announcement forms back fhom schools'or school di!k- 4

tricts wishing to be involved in the field test. A resporise.rate-

of even 3% is considered fine for any solicitation; cur rate.of

close to 45% was extraordinary and attests to the interest of the

mathematics education community in doing something withopplica-

-tions in the first-year algebra course. Mak-ing'this-even mort im-

pressive, only 4 small, handful of` these schools and school dis

tricts had ever seen the materials; the announcements c,ntained

reduced copies of only 4 pages of the second draft.
*P-P
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THE MATERIALS $

- The major goal of the/project was to producc a text which

would in the words of the original-proposal):
Is

.(1).offer the student a picture of the wide

range of yplic>ations of mathematics, from

. which algebraic symbolism develops out of
4,

. :
f

natural needs;

(2) cover the standard skills associated with

the first-year algebra course with perhaps

two notable exceptions: contrived verbal

problems (to be replaced by more realistic

applications); and complicated factoring

and fractional expression problems (unless

they are needed fob applications - Some wall

. arise from statistics and probability);

(3) to develop the algebraicproperties associ-

ated with standard skliills'by means of appli-

cations and/or emboditments as.often as is

Practical, as oppos4 to developments- in

which the properties come before,applications

and embodiments;

.4

(4) to work arithMetic skills and concepts in the

natural framework of the rest of the course's

since many stuants are,not yet comfortable

with arithmetic processes.

(5) to be no more difficult (and.hopefully easier)

than standard algebra courses, and

IR%

(6) to be easily implementable in schools; that js,

the course should-4not require Much (if anything)
-N.

in the way of teach2r training and should not

require the school to modify any othercourses

in its curriculum. ,(Suoh modification of other

' courses because of experience with this cou,Vse,

would, however, be:a fortunate side effect.) "

. 10 - A
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For the field testing,, the drafts of the materials were

again revised and printed in two p ;perback volumes entitled.

Algebra Through Applications. These volumes care now available

through. NCTM.

Here s a briefdescription of the materials, particularly

as

are

they differ from standard first -year algebra courses. There

16 chapters,- 8 in each volume.

1: Some Uses of Numbers 9: Slopes and Lines
A

2: Patterns and Variables FO: Powering

3: Addition and Subtraction Li: Operations with Powers

4: Multiplication 12:" Squares end Square, Roots

5: Models for Division 13: Sets and Events

6: Sentence-Solving 14: Linear Systems

7: Linear Expressions and. 15: Quadratic Equations
Distributivity, Part I

16: Functions
8: Linear ExPresslons artd

Distributivity, Part II

Each chapter has 7-11 lessons. A lesson consists of reading and ex-.

amples followed by problems entitled "Questions Covering the Read-

ing," Questions Testing Understanding of the Reading," "Questions

Applying the Reading," or "Questions for Disc.ussion."

From the earliest drafts, it seemed evident that a student

must ukers6nd the applications of arithmetic in order to under-.

stand that algebra can be applied. Thatsis,.to-translate the eX-

pression

3x +
#

into reel terms,'yom must understand first what 3 and 5 might re-
.

present, what additiOn (the plus sign) and multiplication (in 3x)

could stand for, and what it means to have the variable x stand-

ing for a number. The first five chapters were devoted to these

underpinnings.

.1 1
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In the first ch4pter, .exiending an idea which appears in the

'boo'k of Bell mentioned earlier', the uses of numbers are detailed:

counting, measuring, identification or codingdcomparison, scor-

'ing, locating, and ordering. Negative numbers appear whenever a

situation' has two directions. In the second chapter, the uses of

. 'variables are given, The third,'fourth, and fifth chpaterS examine

the,basic types of applications of each of the four fundamental

operations. These basic types are called models.

Table 14'lists the models of, the fundamental operations as

they occur in the materials. There is not room to detail all of

these models, so we choose to concentrate on multipliCation.

Repeated Addition Model: If n positve, integer

then na =

n terms

,Orderered Parr Model:, If the first coordinate of an ordered

pair can be any of of x elements and the second coordinate can

be any of y elements, then xy ,Ordered pairs, are possible.

.Area Model: If a rectan;le has dimensions x and y, then, its

area, is xy.

,Size Change Model: Let x be a scale factor. Then xy is x

times a far from the origin as y is, and xy and y are:

in the same direction if x is poitve.

in opposite directions if x is negative_

1,2 .
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TABLE 1

MODELS FOR OPERATIONS

Operation/Use
of Nunibers Counting Measuring

TransfIrmation
Comp rison Repetition

-, Addition Union Jo'ning Slide

. Subtraction Take-Away Cutting Off Directed Distance

Muttiplication Ordered Pair

,

Area Size Change
Repeated
Addition

Division Splitting Up Rate
4, .

Ratio
Repeated
Subtraction

Powering Permutation Growth
Repeated
Multiplication

13
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Our .s4udents were only familiar with the repeated addition

model . Though they had studied areas of rectangles, they never

had connected it with multiplication. Thus they did not realize

tat multiplication of fractions is quite reasonable in the area

model while it is impossible in the repeated addition model. The

ordered pair model is usually taught as a fundamental counting

principle just prior to a' study of pfrmutations and combinations;

it was unknown to our students. The size change model explains

multiplication with positive and negative numbers.

By hairing four models we were able to explain properties of

operations where-repeated addition does not work. For example,

commutativity of multiplication is only obvious in the ordered

pair and urea models. The size change model explains multiplica-

tion with positive and negative numbers and also literally shows

why multiplying by a positive number less than one (as in calculat-

ing a discount) gives a smaller product, while multiplying by a
.......

positive number greater than one (as with compount interest) gives

a larger product. The mutt. tive identity is most obvious

from the ordered pair on size change models. And only the size

change and area models allow, for multiplication by fractions or
>,

decimals.

Of course, each model is introduced through many arithmetic

examples', For instance, here are two problems from the section

on size change models.

"Each situation leads naturally to a size change

model of multiplication. Name the scale factor.

He is 48 years old and his son is half as old."

14
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(Other similar statements follow.
\)

.

"Suppose a model plane is 1/100 actual size.

A part of length x cm on the pl/ane will cor-.

respond to a piece of length on the

"/model.

In Chapter 6, the models are applied to generate problems

for linear sentence-solving.

J

C

"At an outdoor band concert, 60 people can be

seated in each row. Suppose there are r rows.

What is r if a seating capacity of 2500 is de-

sired?" (Uses the area model.)

Chapters 7 and 8 combine the models for addition and multi-

plicatiop. For example, the union (counting) model for addition
,

and repeated addition explain 2x + 3x = 5x. So do length and

area, which give the bonus as pictured below. While most alge-

bra books utilize these model's as mnemonic devices, in this ap-

proach these models are conceptualized to provide a fundamental

curriculum in the applications of algebra.

/

X

2 3

2x + 3x = 5x

,
*,

X

2.1 3.7

2.1x + 3.7x = 5.8x__

)
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Graphing of data is extremely important when discussing ap=

plications and occurs as early as Chapter 2. Here is a problem

used to practice plotting of points.

"Life Expectancy. (a) Accurately graph the

data given here. (Source: U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education and Welfare, Natiorial Cen-

ter for Health Statistics, 1971 Data) uses axes like

those labelled. (0 The life expectancy is

the average number of years you could expect

to live if born a_ that time. What do you

think the female life expectancy would be in

1980? Graphcthe point-corresponding to your

guess."
ti

No. of years ago (from 1975)' U.S. Female Life,Lxpectancy

75 48.3

65 51.8

55 54.6

45 61.6

65.235

25 71.1

15 73.1

5 74.6

Yeats front noto

.1.

16

,
-23

Err ttorsc3

4o

if

J
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Although all of the algebra-)students we taught had plotted

points before ninth grade, they never to consider differ-
. ..,

ent scales or-the plotting of points where' accuracy would help 4.

interpretation. the data for malet is given.as a companion

question to the above problem. Graphing them both can.give a

nice.picture of the difference between male and female life ex-

pectadcy. The use of negatives is necessary if one is consider-
.

ing present time as-time zero; otherwise one would get a graph

which is a'reflection image of the grah'you would get if the

x-axis represented "year."

)n Chapter 9, after 'much graphing, the notion of slope is in--

troduced. The first introduction is through questions involving

rate of change.

"Six years ago there were 1250 students' in

the school. Eleqen years 'ago there were

800. Calculate the rate of change in school

population per year Prom eleven years ago to

six years ago."

Students can solve.thistaroblem without a formula. They think: .

"5 yearswelapsed'and the population went down 450 students. So

the population went down 90 students per, year. Answer: ,90

students/year." After a number of examples, the teacher notes

that each of these problems involves two comparison's by subtrac:-

tier, (directed distance model) and a division (race model). For

the above problem, the answer is 1250 - 800

(1250 - 800_ people = -90 people/year
(-11 - -5 years

Then slopes are identified with lines,and the slope-intercept equa-

tion of a tine.
17
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"Give an equation which describes the

amoOnt saved (y) in termS.of the.number

of weeks (x).

(a) Begin with $10.00, save.$2.00 a week.

(b.) Begin with $30.00 in debts, pay off.

$2.00 a week.

etc."

Next studied is potering (the binary operation denoted by

ab), introduced through models which lead to the standard proper-

ties. The most unusual f/a useful of these is the growth model

of powering.

Growth model of powerin4:

FurInnse that a quaneity is multiplied by a

positive number B in every interval of unit

length. Then in an interval of length t, the

quantity is multiplied by.Bt.

By going backwards ip time, We,get intervals of negative

length. The undoihg,of a growth process can then be interpreted

as B
t -t

= 1. If the length.of the interval is divided in half;

then Bt /2' Bt 2 = Bt, from which fractional exponents can arise.

Negative exponents are coveite(1).in detail. Fractional exponeks

are relegated-to optional exercises.

The are a myriad of ways in which applications are us4d to

generate other applications. The growth motel above is an exten-

sion of the size change model of multiplication (B is a scale fac-

tor in the unit interval).- The growth mode-, can itself be extend-

ed to generate polynomials.

18
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"Sippose a person pays
.1

$500 a'year for life

insurance. The insurance company can multi-
-,

ply e amount by m each year. How much will
4

th insurance company have after:

1 year (include 2nd year's p.ayMent).

2 years .

3 ears'

4 years

Evaluate how much the insurance company will

have after 3 years if m is t, 10."

1
Two of the major unifying concepts in algebra, secs and

7

functions, are not mentioned until late in the book, because'of

the author's view that a unifyling concept is most effectively

utilized when there are things to nify which have already been
./'

studied and just before there is payoff. The payoff for sets

comes both with the probability of independent events and with

systems. Those classes that are eble to finish the book consist

of better students; these.students will,see the payoff for func-
C

t ton s in their later
1
co10.--ub.ses.

There is stieng attention given toLsome basic concepts of

statistics. These include displays of da,5.a-, sampling, relative

frequency, the false "law of averages," line-fitting, calculation

of the mean and the mean absoldte deviation (a nice application

romt
oif Ibsolute value). Subscripts, and- --as the Aast le4on in the

book---the calculation and interpretation of the Chi-square sla-
.

tistic. The probability ideas needed for an understanding of they

statistics are present: calculation of simple probabilities, in-

depenient events, Au4 sdal events, and probability functions. Per-

mutations and combinations are not needed for any of these dis-

19
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cussions and not discussed, though permutations are present in

conjunction with the ordered pai(model for multiplication.

As indicated earlier, for every new idea putt into the curri-

culum, some other idea must be deleted. Attention to quadratic

factoring is minimal in these volumes, quadratic equations being

solved by the formula. Complicated fractional expressions which

require factoring for their simplification are non - existent.

the exception of mixture problems, the standard word Probl.As in-
,

volving age, digit, work, and d = rt are opt present, though Os-
\
tance-rate-time problems? are available in many other contexts.

In summary, the materials are vastly similar to a standard al-

gebra in much of the content, particularly as pertains to .sentence -

solving and graphing, but there are major differences. Factoring

and the more complicated work with fractional expressions are re-

placed by the groundwork for the applications and work with prob-

ability and statistics. The standard word problems are replaced

by applications to a wide variety of areas. If the approach taken

in standard courses can be represented as:

properties. skill contrived word

work problems

thetil the approach in these materials might be represented as foT-

lows:

-S

properties
real world models for,/

uses
--4 skill work

operations
more uses

20 .
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1976-77 SCHOOL YEAR

0
If a single school is looking for materials to use, it is

refttively 'easy for that school to set up a small experiment, look

at the results, and make its decision. The relative ease of this

task is due to the lack of desire for generalizing the results.*

The project:was faced with a f,ar more difficult task: to provide

information which could be generalized to most any school district

. in the United States, and to do this with arather small, budget.

(About $20,000 vas allocated for the field test. Till% amount in-

cluded all salariei and materials.)

The research is reported,in detail elsewhere (Swafford 81

Kepner, 1978). Here we give a summary of the".design and results.

Twenty public schools throughout the country were involved

in the large-scale field testing of the materials. The schools

were picked by geographic and socio-economic considerations from

amorg volunteers and recommendations of xupei.vlsors. r classes

in each school were parte:6T the study, giving a total of 80 class-

es and approximately 2400 students. Each 'school gave the project

names of two teachers, each of whom wquld teach two classes. The

project randomly chose the teacher who would teach from Algegra

Through Applications. The other 4eacher was to use the school's

typical algebra materials and could not utilize the project ma-

,terials. Project texts for eac&h student were supplied freelto the

schools; 'Joe copy of a revised version of the mastery workbook was

supplied to each teacher.

2i



Great care was taken to insure a fair test of the materials.

Though several grade 10-12 high.. schools were involved, insuring
Inn

sljbwer studentsaccelerated classes were used. The author of the

materials decided not to visit any offthe school involved9in the
T

study at any time during the ye r. No help was given to teachers
.

tillirusing the project materials
,

o er than a manual which suggested

times of teaching, gave nbtes on each lesson, and included answers

to all, exercises. The goal was to make the year as much as possible

like a'riormal year of teaching.

The data reported Mere are from only 1/ of, the original 20

schopols. Two schools, both ip large cities, did not provide enough
;

tes tiresults to make inclusion of their scores. reasonable. One

school, inthe state of Washington, dropped out of'the study.

'These three schools had been suggested by supervisors and not be-

come,known to Ore researchers through the teacher's themselves. _Thus

he attempt to secure representative non-volunteer schools'-(s4 as to

increase generalizability of the results) carried with it the added

rigk of noncooperation with the study.

The projected worked on a tight sctedule: The first volume Qf

the text reached schoolf at the very beginning of the school year.

Some schools had already begdn the initial testing without having

seen the books. The secontvolume of the text reached school in

December. The mastery workbook was m iled to each teacher All sev-
,

eral sections,'occasionally not in time to be usedi

For these reasons. the use of mastery learning was never tested

on a large'scale. However, a smaller study using onechapter's
A

'worth of these materiags was done in School C, a school
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which was mot a part of the nation-wi4e study. In this study,

it was concluded that the mastery,materials increased student
-

performance on,a fhapter test (Yildirah, 1978).

RESULTS OF FIELD TEST

Fall testing: .Each student Was given the Mathmlatics-Compu-

tation Subtest of the Stanford Achievement Test, Advanced Battery,

Form' ,A (1973); the Eglucatiohall Testing Service (ETS) Cooperative

Mathematics Test, Algeb0 I, Form A (1962), a 25-item Opinion

Survey, and a 28-item Consumer Test. The data consistently veri-
,

fled that students in project and non-project classes were oft,

comparable ability and attitudes. The variation in mean school

scores was considerable,fhowever% For example', on the ETS test,

' one school had a mean of 8.91,4barely above random selection for

this 40-item multiple choice test, while another school had a mean

of 16.45. The second school's mean score for entering students

was higher thari the mean ,June score of students in the first

school, whether they were taught by.prgject oT by standard materi-

als.

In short, averagstudents enter algebra classes in some

parts of the country knowing more algebra than students in other

Oarts'know even after a year of algebra study. We had expected

differences among schools, but not,differencts this great.

Achievement: It is a truism of research into different'ap-

proaches that students learn what you teach them. jhus it was

considered a certainty that, in June, students taught by standard

materials would perforM better on the ETS test,, whereas students

23
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taught by the project materials would perform.better ona test

involving applicltton concepts. The only questions concerned

the degree and consistency of the differences.

A First-Year Algebra Test '(FYAT) was developed as a measure

of achievement on concepts unique to the proje'ct materials (12

item) or on concepts common to both yet not measure& by the ETS

Test (21.itas). Wordings were carefully selected so tha;t no.,

'question would be so strange to either group o f students. It was

planned that this be a companion test to the ETS test, biased to-
,

wards, the project to about the saw \degree that the ETS testis

biased against.

Considerinafrach school as a self-contained experimental

unit, in 8 of t he 17 schools the classes taught by
J
standard materi,

als scored significantly in -the statistical sense) higher on the

ETS)test than students taught by project materials. In the other,

9 schools there,was no statistiil difference. And in 8 of the 17

schools (not the same. 8)Ithe classes taught by project materials

scOredisig(ificailtly higher on the FYAT than students taught by

standattl materials. 'Again in the other 9-'schools there was no

statistical difference.

The prk oject materialg4are substantially different than stand-
,

and materills. Thus one is led to ask why there were not differ-
/

abf-

.ence$ in all schools. Judging from the comments of .teach!rs and

of observers, there aro two explanations. First, many of the

teache s of the project materials skipped as muth as they could of

that wh ch they had never taught before. Data collected from

teacheri indicated thit this skipping took place as'early as the

24
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third section of the first chapter, so it was not due to any lack

Of time. Second, many of the teachers of the project materials

were'uhder pressure from their schools--or felt pressuredto cover

all standard skills. So they supplemented the'materials with

drill on factoring, fractional expressions, and polynomial manip-

Oations. Thus the data does not reflect a "pure",study of the

project materials.

Any differences between students in first-year algebra might

tend t be dampened before entering the next algebra class. A

large number of students need'. substantial review in their second

algebra course:, Still it,is reasonable. to assume that there would.

be retention of skills and ask what particular items on these

test%, showed differences that would be discernible-to a teacher.

The teacher would certainly notice that'studnts using standard

text were more skilled at multiplication and division of algebraic

.expressions and factoring. There might be a tendency to be bet-

ter at dealing "with roots. The students using the project materi-

als would excel at graphing linear functions., relative frequency

and probability, the metric system% and certain types of transla-

tion from verbal to algebraic expressions. There would tend to

be no noticeable differences in solutions of linear equations and

inequalities, substitution to evaluate expressions. A variety of

topics of lesser importance would show no difference,

The item most differentiating the groups dealt with compound

interest.

25
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"If you 4nvegt $100 at 6%,yearly interest

for 5 years, then hok4 many dollars will you

have at the end of that 011ie?

A . 100(1.30)

B 100(.06)5

C (106).5

100(1.06).5

E 100 + 5(.06)(100)"

This question was, nswered correctly by 42% of,itudents using pro-

ject materials' and only 8% of students using standard texts.

Because the project materials contain much of interest to

consumers, it was felt that students using them would more easily

cope with the mathematics needed by consumers. The project put

much energy into developing a test_of consumer skills. the test

sho4ed4Inly a few differences between the groups. From this we

may conclude that consumer skills develop at different. rates only

when specifically taught.,
4

1

To summarize, the testing of skills seemed to demonstrate

that the project materials were at the level of the average alge-

bra student. .Students learned content-of project materials to

about the stme extent that their counterparts learned, standard

'content. Thus it is a question of priority: Is factoring more

important than compound interest? Is calculation of probability

more important than polynomial manipulation? Is it worth taking

less time on some standard topics in first-year algebra so as to

allow tinfe for these other skills, realizing that later, for

those students who go on, some of the manipulative skills will

have to be picked up?

26
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Student attitudes: The Opinion Surveys, given in the Fall

and Spring, were composed of 25 items designed to assess student

feelings regarding enjoyment, value, and nature of mathematics,

algebra, and ti,eir textbook. There was no difference between

groups on any items dealing with enjoyment,-a small difference
,

favoring standard students on interest, and a small difference

favoring project students on the value of algebra. The only

Sweeping trend concerned the textbook. On all items concerning

the textbook, the project materials were consistently rated high-

er. Students found explanatio4 easier to-lnderstand, the book

more interesting, and read' it more often.

. Teacher attitudes: Fifteen of seventeen teachers completed a

long textbook evaluation form. The teachers split into two camps

of roughly equal size.- Seven teachers thought the text was ap-

propriate for the average first-year algebra student, easier to

read and understand, and at about the same level of difficulty

es other algebra books. Seven voiced no consensus but would not

recommend the use of the text for an average first-year algebra

class. These teachers felt either that the materials were too

difficult for the students or too non-traditional for the brigi.ter '''

college-bound student. Only one teacher wasp neutral.

The teachers were asked to evaluate .specific lessons and

ideas in a variety of ways and to give suggestions concerning im-

provement. In almost all of these evaluations, those who were

in general positive about the materials gave.positive responses
-

to the specifics; those who were generally negative provided al-
'\

most all of the negative responses found on these forms.

2 1
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Other schools, not a Part of the formal study, used the

materials and their teachers were asked for opinions on the text.

These teachers tended to be volunteers rather than selected in

the quasi-random fashion of4the formal study. On 21 teacher& us-

ing the materials, 12 returned the form. The split into camps

was as sharp as in the formal study, but the ratio of favorable ,

responses was much higher. Ten teachers responded very positive-

ly, two quite negatively.

Teacher attitudes 'vs. Student performae: When a school
,,....), 7'

system adopts a textbook, it is ostensibly because it is b lieved

that that book will help their students more than any of erthat

has been evaluated. So it is helpful to ask whether teacher opin-

ions were in any way related to student performance. The data is

most interesting in this regard. No significant relationship was

found between comparative student achievement score in a school

(i.e., whether project or standard students scored higher on ETS

or FYAT tests) and teacher opinion of Algebra Through Applications.

However, data based upon this very small sample of teachers

suggests that opinions towards the project materials were affected

by.the absolute level of student entering Orformance and the gen-

-eral ability of algebra students in the school. Tables 2 to 4

suggest that Algebra Through Applications would likely not be per-

ceived as successful in schools where (1) mean September algebra

student performance on the Stanford Achievement Test, Advanced
/Ma

Battery, Form A, is less than 10.00; (2) mean September beginning

algebra student performance on the ETS Cooperative Algebra I Test,

Form A, is less than 11.00; or (3) mean June first-y, algebra

28
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student performance on the ETS test is 7ess than 21.00. Inverse-

ly, Algebra Through Applications would likely be perceived posi- oe
tively if the mean student performance on the three tests was

greater than 30, 11, or 21, respectively, but here likelihood is

not as great.

TABLE 2

TEACHER RECOMMENDATIONS OF ATA vs. SCHOOL MEAN

ON STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST

Mean < 30 .30 < Mean < 34 34 < Mean

Would 0 4 3

Neutral 1 0 0

Would not 3' 3 1
Z.7

4 TABLE 3

TEACHER RECOMMENDATIONS OF ATAvs. SCHOOL KAN

ON ETS COOPERATIVE ALGEBRA TEST (SEPTEK,...0

Mean < 11 11 < Mean < 13 T3 < Mean

Would
r

0 4 3

Neutraii...\ 1 0 0

Would not 4 1 2

29
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TABLE 4

TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARDS ATA vs. STANDARD COURSE MEAN

ON ETS COOPERATIVE ALGErRA TEST (JUNE)

Mean < 21 21 < Mean <-23 23 < Mean

Like 1 3 3'

Neutral ,

1 0 0

Dislike 5 1 1

PUBLICATION

The-project had hoped, from its inception, to develop materi-

els which would be.attractive enough so that there would-be one

or more commercial publishers interested in adspting the materials

for commercial publishers. These adaptations could include, the

adding of color, professional artwork and-editorial expertise, as

well as ancillary materials (a teacher's edition, tests, etc.).

National Science Foundation rules are very strict regarding

publication of materials developed with project monies. Opportun-

ity must be given for all publishers who might be interested to

,see the materials and topresent bids. National Science Foundation

and The University of Chicago must approve any and all agreements.

Copyright protection extends for only a short period of time, at

most, seven years.

A number of publishers expressed interest lin the materials,

but no commercial publisher both desired and was able to pub-

lish the materials as the project wished. Reasons given for the

3()
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lack of interest never involved the quality of the materials, the ,

ability ot students tb learn from them, nor the underlying goals.

Cited were the lack of p second-year algebra text to go along .

with this one, the amount of reading in the materials, the lack

of copyright, protection, and the inability to sell alg ra teach"-

ers on the idea of replacing some of their favorite topics with

applications. The project may have been handicapped bjcause the

director has commercial texts on the market; competing publishers

may have been reluctant to consider the idea. A couple of inter-

ested publishers indicated that they would have bid but were in-

volved in undertakings of their or-whith inhibited picking up

this project.

Fortunately, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

had expressed early interest in distributing the materials in the

event that there was no agreement with a commercial publisher.

Attesting to the difficulty of such negotiations is the length of

time it took for the parties to agree, despite no significant

stumbling block. The first call to publishers was made in March,

1977. By the beginning of 1978 all negotiations with commercial

publishers had come to an end. National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics app. ov9d publication in'April, and drafted an agree-

ment. After a number of modifications, NCTM and the University

agreed on wording in August. National Science Foundation gave its

approval and the final agreement was signed in March, 1979, two

Months after the end of funding for the, project.

Under the agreement, NCTM is istributing the project materi-

al, for a period of at least three years, and possibly longer,

0
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The materials have not been altered, but all known errors have been

corrected. 1The agreement does not cover a teacher's edition nor

the mastery workbook.

A number of commercial textbooks have already incorporated a

few ideas from the project materials. The materials themselves

have been used at the community college and junior high school lev-

els, t seems quite successfully. No present publisher markets

. ,

the same text materials car all these levels. National Council of
1 .

.... teachers of Mathematics alone encompass thillspectruM. Thus lick
#

of commercial affiliation, which at one time seemed like a setback

r,

to the project, may in the long run help the work of the project

in making the first-year algebra course more reflect what people

do with mathematics today than the mathematics of a prior era.

'l2

Zalman Ustskin
April, 1979


